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Quick Start Guide
1 Turn on your device (e.g.TV).

Check if the TV responds to all key
commands.
If the TV does not respond, continue with
step 2.
2 Press the

key until it flashes twice
and then remains lit.

3 • Look up the code for your brand in

the ‘Shortlist with brands’ in this
Quick Start Guide.
• Note the 4-digit code for your
brand.
• Enter the code, using the digit keys.

30 sec.

4 Press and hold the

key and
immediately release it when the
device (e.g. TV) switches off (standby).
This may take up to 30 seconds.

Shortlist with brands
Brand ............4-digit code Brand.............4-digit code
Akai.....................................0074
Basic Line...........................0325
Blue Sky .............................0395
BT Vision............................3742
Carrefour ..........................0492
CyberHome......................0672
Daewoo .............................0692
Digiturk..............................0783
Echostar.............................0866
Emerson.............................0917
Firstline ..............................1008
Foxtel .................................1029
France Telecom ................1033
Haier...................................1175
Hisense ..............................1249
Hitachi................................1251
Humax................................1298
JVC......................................1464
Kabel Deutschland ..........1468
Kathrein .............................1486
LG .......................................1628
Loewe.................................1660

Magnum .............................1709
Medion ...............................1787
Mivar...................................1857
Numericable .....................3949
Pace.....................................2134
Panasonic...........................2153
Philips .................................2195
Premiere ............................3666
Proline ................................2274
Saivod .................................2439
Samsung .............................2448
Sanyo ..................................2462
Sharp...................................2550
Sky.......................................2610
Skymaster..........................2621
Sony ....................................2679
TCL.....................................2856
TechniSat............................2873
Telefonica...........................2913
TNT....................................4184
Toshiba ...............................3021
Vestel ..................................3148

5 Turn on your device (e.g.TV) and

check whether the keys you need for
operating the device are working.
If the TV responds to all of the key
commands, the SRP 3004 is ready for
use.
If a key does not function (properly),
keep it pressed and immediately
release it when the device responds.
Repeat this for every key that does
not work.

For brands not mentioned in this shortlist, refer to the codelist in the
back of the user manual.
Important!
• Restart from the beginning if you make a mistake. If you encounter
problems or have questions, please consult the user manual. It is provided
to help you set up and use the remote control.
• Before operating a device, first select the device by pressing the
corresponding device selection key:
,
,
or
.

Remark:
If the TV does not react as needed, repeat step 4 until you get a good
result.
(Press and hold the

key. Release the key immediately as soon as the TV switches off).

6 Press the

key twice to exit setup
mode and save your
settings
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